
 

Extra Curricular Activities (ECAs) 
Primary Year 2 - 6 

กจิกรรมนอกหลกัสตูร ECA  
ส ำหรบันกัเรยีนช ัน้ประถมศกึษำปีที ่2-6 

 

Tuesday ECA Options: 
วชิำเลือก ECA ส ำหรบัวนัองัคำร: 
 
1.Beginner Golf Club (Years 3 - 6 ONLY)  Baht 7000 (ชมรมกำรเล่นกอลฟ์ข ัน้
พื้นฐำน ส ำหรบันกัเรียนช ัน้ปีที ่3-6 เทำ่นัน้) 7000 บำท 
Students will learn the golf basics; putting, swinging and hitting. They will 
practise and improve their skills at the driving range at Suwinthawong Soi 11. 
Students will need to be picked up at the driving range.  This club is a term 
commitment. 
 
2.Tag Rugby (Year 4 - 6) (ชมรมกีฬำรกับี ้ส ำหรบันกัเรียนช ัน้ปีที ่4 - 6) 
Improve your speed, power and intelligence! Tag rugby is an opportunity to 
have fun whilst improving your ball handling, movement and decision making 
skills. This will be done through a variety of games and activities. You don’t 
have to be good at sports to join this club -  just bring a positive attitude! 
 
3.Junior Gymnastics (2&3) (ชมรมยมินำสตกิ ส ำหรบันกัเรียนช ัน้ปีที ่ 2 และ 3) 
If you like to jump, roll, balance and hop then please come along to 
gymnastics ECA, where you will have lots of fun learning new skills, make 
new friends and have lots of fun. 
 
4.Basketball (4 - 6) (บำสเก็ตบอล ส ำหรบันกัเรียนช ัน้ปีที ่4 - 6) 
Do you want to become a Bromsgrove Bear? Do you want to represent the 
school?  This club will focus on developing  and improving basketball skills 
such as ball handling, quick passing and accurate shooting whilst also 
focusing on tactics such as man to man marking, off the ball set plays, 
screening and fast breaks.  
 
5.Outdoor Team Games (กจิกรรมกลำงแจ้ง) 
Do you like to get outside and play with friends? Have you ever wished to try a 
new sport? Do you want to make new friends from across BIST Primary? If the 
answer is YES then come to the Outdoor Games Club. Football, Dodgeball, 
Kickball, Rounders and even more… We will play them all! And if you’ve never 
played before, we will learn together! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
6.Geography (ชมรมภูมศิำสตร์)  
How do volcanoes erupt? Which is the smallest country in the world? Which is 
the best city on earth to live in? Where should you go on holiday if you want to 
ski and snorkel in the same place?  Which is the most popular tourist 
attraction in the world?If you love exploring and finding out about new places 
this is the club for you!  
 
7.Chess (4-6) (หมำกรุก ส ำหรบันกัเรียนช ัน้ปีที ่4 - 6) 
Do you play chess? Do you want to play chess, but don’t know how? Are you 
a chess pro who wants to show us all how it’s done? Whatever your level, 
come along to chess club and play against your friends, master the game, and 
just have fun! 
 
8.Origami (โอรกิำม ิหรือ กำรพบักระดำษแบบญีปุ่่ น) 
Did you know that Origami helps develop hand-eye coordination, fine motor 
skills and mental concentration? In this ECA, you can make sea creatures, 
animals, fruit and vegetables, clothes or even furniture out of paper. If you 
think you have the skills or want to learn to do so, then Origami is the ECA for 
you! 
 
9.Art & Craft (y 4-6) (ศลิปะและหตัถกรรม ส ำหรบันกัเรียนช ัน้ปีที ่4 - 6) 
Do you want to learn how to create artwork and decorate art things in an arty 
way? Come and join us! You will get a chance to use different types of 
materials to make many cool art and craft things.  
 
10.Recorder (ชมรมนกับนัทกึ) 
Do you love music? Do you enjoy performing? Have you always wanted to 
learn a new instrument? Then join Beginners’ Recorder today! This group is 
perfect for anyone who has little to no experience of playing an instrument. 
Each week, we will learn new notes, develop our understanding of reading 
music, and work as a team for an end of term performance.  
 

11.Sewing Skills (ทกัษะกำรเย็บปกัถกัรอ้ย) 
Never sewn a stitch in your life? Would you like to learn how to? Or, do you 
already know the basics? Either way, sign up for the Sewing Skills ECA where 
you will learn lots of different stitches and how to sew buttons (so your mum 
doesn’t have to do it for you!). Once you have mastered these skills, we will 
work on a sewing project for the term! Sewing is great – it also teaches discipline, 
calmness, and patience, and encourages creativity and a sense of 
accomplishment! Come join me and let’s have fun with needles and thread! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
12.Messy Craft - (Yr 4-6) (ศลิปะหตัถกรรมแบบสรำ้งสรรค์ ส ำหรบันกัเรียนช ัน้ปีที ่ 4 - 
6) 
Art and craft lessons with a messy twist.  Lots of mess will be made to create 
your own masterpiece!  Some examples that will be taught will be paper 
mache, painting and creating sculptures out of clay or mud.   
 
 
13.Fashion Design (กำรออกแบบเสือ้ผำ้แฟช ั่น) 
In Fashion Design ECA, you’ll be set a weekly design challenge where you’ll 
need to create outfits for your ideal school uniforms, your best friend’s birthday 
party and your favourite pop star’s next concert. Young talented designers, 
this is your chance to showcase your abilities and unique styles. Come and 
Join us! 
 


